
COMiCS (ALL AGES)

Gavin Aung Than is obsessed with 
comics, first while reading them as 
a kid and now living his dream by 
making them for a profession. He is 
best known for his webcomic series 
Zen Pencils, where he adapted quotes, 
poems and book passages into fun and 
inspirational comic strips. The site was 
a perfect combination of Gavin’s love 
of history, science, literature, martial 
arts and monsters. The Zen Pencils 
book collections, published by Andrews 
McMeel, were NYT bestsellers. Gavin 
also loves to draw action adventure 
comics for kids, as seen in his current 
Super Sidekicks graphic novel 
series (published by Random House 

Children’s Books). Gavin is Australian 
with Burmese heritage and lives in 
Perth, Western Australia (one of the 
most isolated cities in the world!). 

From Gav: “I specialise in adapting 
difficult and adult concepts into 
fun and relatable comics. I also 
love drawing kid-friendly adventure 
stories that combine action, humour 
and heart.” 

Gavin is represented by Chelsea Eberly 
at Greenhouse Literary Agency. To 
work with him, please email Chelsea at 
chelseae@greenhouseliterary.com

GAVIN AUNG THAN 
Illustration portfolio

aungthan.com
IG: @zenpencils

SUPER SIDEKICKS
Three spreads from Super Sidekicks #2: Ocean’s Revenge 
(Penguin Random House). Winner of the 2020 Environment 
Award for Children’s Literature.





FULL BODY EDUCATION
Excerpt from my Zen Pencils comic adapting the 
words of Sir Ken Robinson. For the full comic visit: 
zenpencils.com/comic/kenrobinson/



ITHAKA POEM
Excerpt from my Zen Pencils comic adapting the 
poem, Ithaka. For the full comic visit: zenpencils.
com/comic/131-c-p-cavafy-ithaka/

A WORTHY
CRISIS

Excerpt from 
my Zen Pencils 
comic adapting 

a quote from 
Epictetus. For 
the full comic 

visit: zenpencils.
com/comic/

epictetus/



YOUNG MG GRAPHIC NOVEL
Sample spreads from a proposed young MG graphic novel series.



BLUEY GRAPHIC NOVEL
Sample spreads from a proposed young readers graphic novel based on the Bluey cartoon.



non-fiction & educational

BRUCE LEE COMIC
Excerpt from my Bruce Lee comic about 
pushing oneself to their limits.

SAINTS & SINNERS
Panel from a Zen Pencils comic.

CREATIVE HEADSHOTS
From my book collection Creative Struggle: 
Illustrated Advice from Masters of Creativity.



FRIDA KAHLO BIO COMIC
Excerpt from my Frida Kahlo bio comic, 
from my book collection Creative 
Struggle: Illustrated Advice from Masters 
of Creativity.



JOHN COLTRANE COMIC
Excerpt from my John Coltrane comic, 
from my book collection Creative 
Struggle: Illustrated Advice from 
Masters of Creativity.

VAN GOGH COMIC
Excerpt from my Vincent van Gogh 
comic, from my book collection Creative 
Struggle: Illustrated Advice from 
Masters of Creativity.



SCIENCE ALL-STARS
I’m a bit of a science geek so I made 
this poster celebrating the greatest 
scientific minds in history.

RICHARD FEYNMAN INFOGRAPHIC
A Zen Pencils comic adapting the words 
of physicist Richard Feynman into a 
fun infographic. For a better look visit 
zenpencils.com/comic/137-richard-
feynman-the-beauty-of-a-flower/



inspirational ZEN PENCILS
Here is one of my most popular Zen Pencils comics, a tribute 
to Bill Watterson and Calvin and Hobbes. For many more of my 
inspirational comics visit zenpencils.com/newreaders













POETRY adaptations
Besides inspirational quotes, I also adapted many poems for 
my Zen Pencils website. Here is one of my favourites, a spoken 
word poem and ode to teachers by Taylor Mali. For many more 
of my poetry adaptations visit zenpencils.com/newreaders











younger readers

PICTURE BOOK
Sample page from a picture book proposal



PICTURE BOOK
Some sample pages from a proposal 
about a little Burmese warrior girl.



CHARACTER DESIGNS
Character designs from a proposed young readers series. 



HUMAN RIGHTS POSTER
My kid-friendly version of the Declaration 
of Human Rights, now proudly hanging in 
numerous schools all over the world.



SUPER SIDEKICKS
The team pose for their first official photo, from 
Super Sidekicks #1: No Adults Allowed.


